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BALTIMORE CITY DEPARTMENT OF PLANNING 

URBAN DESIGN AND ARCHITECTURE ADVISORY PANEL 

MEETING MINUTES 

Date: February 27, 2020      Meeting #30 

Project: Clipper Mill PUD – Tractor Building    Phase: Design Development 

Location: Clipper Mill PUD 

 

CONTEXT/BACKGROUND: 

Marty Marren introduced the project team and began the review of the existing site context, 
PUD requirements, and brief history and relevant nearby buildings. Building has not changed 
significantly, however the discovery of a culvert below the east edge of building has impacted 
the design, as did the requirement of a 21’ wide fire lane between the stable parking and the 
building (which allows for trash collection / loading to occur on site instead of in front of the 
building). Clerestories are part of the steel structure and will be removed to develop 
apartments, exterior walls to remain. New building walls are located a minimum of 8’ from the 
edge of the existing brick envelope. Mill race will remain (or be rebuilt); new portion of the 
building will span only a portion of the race.  

Mr. Marren gave an overview of the existing structure of the tractor building and showed 
precedent images for reference.  The previous comments were reviewed and the revised plans 
were presented. Flipped plan from the original design to bring the courtyard to the front of the 
building. Lobby has moved to NW corner of the building, with additional resident lobby at east 
end. Void area above culvert will be programmed with pop-up retail (cannot be permanent). 
Blank wall at south west end to preserve privacy for existing townhouses located nearby. 
Cladding on “head houses” changed to corrugated to differentiate from rear; windows updated 
to a more industrial style. Rear of building has not changed.  

Two distinct areas of the landscape: urban condition and woodland condition. Opportunity to 
fuse these two conditions together and reuse historic elements. Streetscape will be organized 
into utility zone, pedestrian zone (change in paving) and vegetated edge next to building. 
Courtyard will contain plantings blending into the geometric tiles, custom furniture from 
repurposed steel found on site, fireplace. Organized into smaller areas to accommodate several 
groups or can be used as one large area for large group. Plantings selected for year round color 
(see presentation for specific varieties). Shade garden / fern forest to mitigate storm water 
runoff.  Focus on replanting and repairing versus removal and replacement of existing trees. 
Intent for mill race is to keep it as is.  
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DISCUSSION: 

The Panel thanked the team for the presentation, and combined questions and comments in 
the interest of time, and acknowledged the difficulty of dealing with the culvert. Generally, 
continue using the challenges as opportunities as with the fire lane, which breaks the project 
down into two blocks (more successful). 

Site: 

 Urban typology – the materials should be in keeping with the context of the larger 
surrounding area of Clipper Mill  

 Caution against using pavers just because they’re attractive – can be visually crowded in 
the very narrow sidewalk 

 Courtyard becomes part of the streetscape, so including vegetation is important – study 
sun patterns due to the fact this is the north elevation 

 Recognition of the courtyard level units – buffer for privacy of the renters  
 North edge of patio doesn’t need additional “stuff” – allow treatment of the negotiating 

edge to be more honest (extension of the street)  
 Push the seating to the north and the landscaping to the south to create a larger buffer 

against the building and allow for greater connection to the brick wall and the 
streetscape beyond 

 In the woodland area: employ soil and topography methods for erosion control needs  
 Closer look at the species and forest easement; remove any invasive species  
 Preserving or enhancing the woodland landscape? Majority of work will need to take 

place around the new foundation. 
 Mill race runs the risk of feeling forgotten – need to find ways to connect it to the rest of 

the development 
 Location of trash and transformer – consider moving and placing an overlook at 

southern edge of the “Tractor Mews”  
 Courtyard needs some editing – too much happening, color or pattern but not both 

because this is not a big space 
  

 

Building: 

 For the retail bay, consider glazing the area in front of the turning radius near the garage 
entrance or incorporate in retail space for consistency in facade 

 North building elevation – is there a way to think of the ground floor as a unified piece 
with horizontal elements inserted into the existing  

 Develop a stronger datum line of awnings and retail space of the windows 
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 Warehouse glazing should read more horizontal with the black panels rising up another 
two or three feet – play with the proportions; language can recall the removed 
clerestories and help scale down the glazing in the volumes. 

 

Next Steps: 

Continue Design Development addressing the comments above with planning staff.  

 
Attending: 
Eric Lowe – Design Collective  
Ricardo Cavencia, Martin Marren – Marren Arch. 
Larry Jennings 
Dustin Watson and Warren Timlen – In Place Design 
Melody Simmons - BBJ 
 
Mr. Anthony, Mses. Ilieva, O’Neill and Bradley – UDAAP Panel 
 
Laurie Feinberg*, Ren Southard, Walter Gallas, Caitlyn Audette  – Planning  


